
Our legacy of reliable, secure, high performing note acceptors was  
carved out of the rising 3 million MEI in field installations. The VN Series 
platform has been at the center of this volume with the VN2700 note 
acceptor, as a unique building block in the portfolio for unattended MDB 
retail environments. 

Recognized for being one of the industry’s most modular payment system 
platforms, CPI has expanded VN2700 functionality by continuing to add 
new bezels, cashbox sizes, and a recycling capability. Choice allows an 
operator to right size their operation with technology based on a location’s 
changing needs.

In addition to modularity, our note sensor technology has set the bar 
for performance. 

We handle street grade notes $1-$20 with ease. Wet, wrinkled, dirty, faded, 
even torn notes are able to easily move through the bill path thanks to our 
non-contact sensors ensuring the sale and your profits. Our 1 in 20,000 jam 
rate is second to none.    

Security is the top priority in the engineering labs at CPI.  Engineers employ 
advanced algorithms on the acceptors control board, which greatly reduces 
the acceptance of counterfeit currency. The fully encased optical sensors 
use multiple wavelengths to validate the bill, ensuring the highest levels of 
security and note recognition. These enclosed sensors also divert salting 
attempts and are adverse to vandalism. The design protects the unit from 
water ingress and debris.  The MEI Coupon Program also utilizes this same 
level of security. 

We deliver greater machine uptime and a lower total cost of ownership in 
every application in which utilized. The VN2700 is the right choice for your 
vending business.
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MEI VN2700 Note Acceptor

•Note acceptance varies by country

Your point of difference 
at the point of sale.  

VN2700



Modular by Design
Operators profit from the ability to choose what’s right for their machines. CPI allows you to choose the components that are right for 
your business. Like all MEI payment systems, the VN2700 is modular by design.

The High Visibility Bezel (HVB) is the first  choice for ‘cash only’ applications. 
The bezel’s vivid, multi-colored, LED lights help draw attention to your machine, 
attracting more sales. An illuminated bill entry highlights where bills are fed, 
simplifying the transaction for the consumer and increasing satisfaction. Four 
denomination lights, indicate note acceptance in real-time. And, when a bill is  
inserted, the appropriate denomination will light up and confirm the transaction value for the consumer. 

The Crane Merchant Media Integrated Bezel was specifically designed to integrate the CPI VN2700 note acceptor into 
Crane Merchant Media vending machines. This clear bezel fits seamlessly into the side pill panel on Media machines to 
create a seamless look with the other shopping and payment methods provided on the Media machine. 

The CPI Cashless Bezel portfolio for MEI VN2700 note acceptors includes solutions that combine acceptance of magnetic stripe 
cards, contactless cards, mobile wallet applications (like Apple Pay® and Google Wallet®) cash and 
coupons into a single unit. There’s no need to cut additional openings in the vending machine door 
to accept all forms of payment. MEI Cashless Bezels  are among the most robust in the market. 
They offer the consumer an easy interaction during the transaction, are designed to resist debris 
accumulation, and require minimal maintenance. Each are part of a PCI–DSS compliant solution  
when paired with a MEI Advance 5000 telemeter. The 4-in-1+, EasiChoice, and future models are all EMV L1/L2 certified, ready to 
accept chip card  technology. Our 3-in-1 bezel is considered our current “Recycler ready solution.” MEI cashless bezels truly accept 
whatever is in the consumers pocket.

Traditional Cash Bezels offer operators different styles to meet varying fit requirements in snack and drink 
machines. An armored metal version also deters vandalism attempts 

A VNR Recycler module can be added at any time, right in the field – giving operators the ability to pay back change 
in notes. US models offer the choice to recycler $1s or $5s. Accepting higher note denominations, enabled through 
this technology ,can a generate 15-35% sales lift. A user friendly menu and 2 digit display help operators with in field 
updates and maintenance. 

MEI Cashboxes are also a great feature of VN Series note acceptors. As location sales grow, choose 
from a variety of cashbox sizes to meet fluctuating demand. MEI cashboxes have dual side-door 
entry and an easy one button removal feature.  

Magazines come in 5 different sizes: 200, 300, 500, 700 and 1000 note capacities. It’s important 
to check the real estate available in your machines before purchasing larger note cash boxes.
Note Acceptance: US – $1,$5, $10, $20; Australia– $5-$50 AUD; Brazil – R42, R$5, R$10, R$20; Mexico – 20-50 pesos 

Products Specs at a Glance

Acceptance Rate 95% or greater  Power Consumption  
(without recycler) Acceptance: 10 Watts 

Power Sources 22 to 45 VDC Interface MDB

Bill Insertion  4-Way Environment Operating temperature - 15° C - 60° C

Shipping Weight  4 pounds
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VN2700 Bezel Suite

Availability varies by geography

The High Visibility Bezel (HVB) can strobe thru colors to attract attention.  
*Accepts $1, $5, $10 and $20 bills.




